
THE EYE THE EAR AND THE

The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm is a children's science fiction novel by Nancy Farmer. It was awarded a Newbery Honor.
The novel is set in Zimbabwe in the year.

He proves his sensitivity is actually an asset. A book that just grabs the reader right in and never lets go.
Horsepool-Worthingham, who takes them into her care. Will he triumph? The parents' guide to what's in this
book. Ages up. Zeebra Books Picking up where she left off in her highly successful debut, Do You Know Me,
Farmer uses her knowledge of Africa to imagine a city in 23rd-century Zimbabwe, combining old traditions
and speculative technology with delightfully entertaining results. Plot[ edit ] In Zimbabwe in the year , Chief
of Security General Matsika leads a battle against the gangs which terrorize the nation. He knows he has to
protect his siblings, so the three of them flee with the help of a guy named Trashman. There are guns and
shootings. Tendai hatches a plan to humiliate Mrs. And break free he does. Horsepool-Worthingham is more
interested in a reward for the kids than she is worried about keeping them safe. Reception[ edit ] Kirkus
Reviews found that "Farmer has created a splendidly imaginative fantasy", [1] while Publishers Weekly wrote
"Farmer uses her knowledge of Africa to imagine a city in 23rd-century Zimbabwe, combining old traditions
and speculative technology with delightfully entertaining results", and concluded "Farmer is emerging as one
of the best and brightest authors for the YA audience". He's like any thirteen-year-old, unless you count the
fact that he lives in Zimbabwe in the year  All Tendai wants is to be able to leave the house and go out into the
world so he can get his explorer badge and become an Eagle Scout. So does a hot mess ensue when he ditches
his parents and their rules? This all sounds fine until we realize that the Mellower actually puts people into a
trance with his melodic praises. Pantries that cook. Your purchase helps us remain independent and ad-free.
Trashman helps them escape, and they find their way to the Mellower's mom's pad. When Rita calls the chief
out on trying to get rid of his new baby daughter Sekai simply because she's a twin, all of the kids run for the
gates. The novel is set in Zimbabwe in the year , with a strong theme of Afrofuturism.


